
Thank you for buying a 4x4overlander roof level basket

These baskets are designed for 7 seater D3/4’s which have the high level grab handles 
fitted.
Due to restricted headroom passengers should not be carried in the third row/boot seats
If you have a 5 seater D3/4 then the rear grab handles may or may not be fitted.  If rear 
grab handles are fitted then the baskets will fit.

These roof level baskets will work with the middle level baskets installed.

These baskets are designed for storing soft lightweight items.  Maximum 
recommended load is 20 kg.  Hard solid items should not protrude above 
the level of the basket.

There are 2 options of baskets available

1) Higher Roof Level Basket when No dog guard fitted or Travall type dog/cargo guard 
fitted.                                                                             

2) Lower Roof Level Basket.  Compatible with genuine Land Rover dog guard

Fitting roof level basket

Best done as a two person install.

Version 1 - Higher Roof Level Basket. Not compatible with genuine LR dog guard

Fitting kit consists of

4 no. 4 x 50mm flanged headed screws

Tools required
Pozi screwdriver
10mm spanner

1. Remove the third row roof level grab handles by opening the cover at each end of the 
handle and remove with the aid of a Pozi screwdriver.

2. Undo the steel wire stays at the basket end.

3. The next stage is easier as a two person operation.

4. Sat inside the boot, facing outwards with the basket hanging behind, offer the roof 
section up and attach with the supplied 4 x 50mm screws.  Do not try to over tighten 
them, as they are located into plastic fittings

5. Reattach the steel wire stays, do not over tighten them, as the end fitting as this needs 
to be free to rotate 



Version 2 - Lower Roof Level Basket. Compatible with genuine LR dog guard

Fitting kit consists of

Pair handed brackets

4 no. 4 x 16mm flange headed screws

4 no. 6 x 50mm button head bolts

4 no. large 6mm washer

4 no. 6mm nuts

4 no. small 6mm washer

4 no. 6mm nylon nuts

Tools required

Pozi screwdriver
10mm spanner
4mm Allen key

1. Remove the third row roof level grab handles by opening the cover at each end of the 
handle and remove with the aid of a Pozi screwdriver.

2. Attach the brackets pointing towards the rear tailgate using the 16mm flange headed 
screws.  Do over tighten into the plastic fittings

3. Open basket and undo bottom end of wire stays.
4. Small washer onto 6mm bolt and insert into top frame.  Put plain 6mm nut on above 

the current and spin nut so it is in middle of turret. Do all four.  This 6mm nut is just to 
stop bolts falling out and do not have to be done up tight.

5. Easier as a two person lift offer the top frame up to the brackets the 4 6mm bolts are 
through the brackets.  Small washer and then 6mm nylon nut.

6. Use 4mm Allen key and 10mm spanner to tighten up the 6mm bolts
7. Reattach the bottom of the wire stays.  Do not over tighten as the wire stay end fitting 

as this needs to be free to rotate


